A police education programme to integrate occupational safety and HIV prevention: protocol for a modified stepped-wedge study design with parallel prospective cohorts to assess behavioural outcomes
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Policing practices are key drivers of HIV among people who inject drugs (PWID). This paper describes the protocol for the first study to prospectively examine the impact of a police education programme (PEP) to align law enforcement and HIV prevention. PEPs incorporating HIV prevention (including harm reduction programmes like syringe exchange) have been successfully piloted in several countries but were limited to brief pre–post assessments; the impact of PEPs on policing behaviours and occupational safety is unknown.

Objectives: Proyecto ESCUDO (SHIELD) aims to evaluate the efficacy of the PEP on uptake of occupational safety procedures, as assessed through the incidence of needle stick injuries (NSIs) (primary outcome) and changes in knowledge of transmission, prevention and treatment of HIV and viral hepatitis; attitudes towards PWID, adverse behaviours that interfere with HIV prevention and protective behaviours (secondary outcomes).

Methods/analysis: ESCUDO is a hybrid type I design that simultaneously tests an intervention and an implementation strategy. Using a modified stepped-wedge design involving all active duty street-level police officers in Tijuana (N=~1200), we will administer one 3 h PEP course to groups of 20–50 officers until the entire force is trained. NSI incidence and geocoded arrest data will be assessed from department-wide de-identified data. Of the consenting police officers, a subcohort (N=500) will be randomly sampled from each class to undergo pre-PEP and post-PEP surveys with a semiannual follow-up for 2 years to assess self-reported NSIs, attitudes and behaviour changes. The impact on PWIDs will be externally validated through a parallel cohort of Tijuana PWIDs.

Ethics/dissemination: Research ethics approval was obtained from the USA and Mexico. Findings will be disseminated through open access to protocol materials through the Law Enforcement and HIV Network.

Trial registration number: NCT02444403.

BACKGROUND

People who inject drugs (PWID) account for 30% of the world’s infections with HIV outside of sub-Saharan Africa amongst whom prevalence of hepatitis B and hepatitis C virus (HCV) often exceeds 80%.2 Among PWID, policing practices are among the most

Strengths and limitations of this study

▪ Proyecto ESCUDO is one of the few interventions attempting to alter the law enforcement environment for infectious disease transmission, and the first study to prospectively examine the impact of a police education programme (PEP) to align law enforcement and HIV prevention.

▪ Although our study design precludes randomising officers to receive the training, our use of a modified stepped wedge design is novel and ideally suited for cases like ours when an intervention is presumed to do more good than harm, it is logistically impractical to offer the intervention simultaneously to all participants, and the study outcomes do not require an overly long follow-up.

▪ Our use of geocoded arrest data obtained through our collaboration with the Tijuana police will allow us to objectively determine the extent to which the PEP is associated with changing arrest patterns.
potent and pervasive risk factors linked to the risk of acquiring HIV and other blood-borne infections, with documented examples from Ukraine, Russia, Vietnam, Thailand, the USA, Canada and Mexico. In particular, arrests for drug possession, soliciting bribes and unlawful confiscation of syringes can influence where, with whom, when and how PWIDs consume drugs. Policing practices can directly affect PWID by discouraging them from carrying their injection equipment or injecting hurriedly in the street, in shooting galleries (where used needles are rented or sold), or by injecting in less visible—and higher risk—sites on their body, and seeking out ‘hit doctors’ who help them inject drugs. In these situations, PWID are at higher risk of acquiring HIV and other blood-borne infections such as viral hepatitis or overdose mortality.

Policing practices can also indirectly increase PWIDs’ vulnerability to blood-borne infections by discouraging their use of prevention and treatment services. For example, syringe exchange programmes (SEPs) and opioid substitution treatment (OST) can significantly reduce HIV incidence among PWID by reducing the risk of needle sharing, but police often undermine their impact by harassing programme staff and discouraging PWID from transporting syringes, utilising SEPs and OST, or displacing vulnerable individuals to areas with limited access to these services.

Previous research by our team has shown that these policing practices are highly prevalent in Mexico-US border cities, such as Tijuana (adjacent from San Diego, California, USA) and Ciudad Juárez (adjacent from El Paso, Texas), which are both hotspots for drug use. Although it is legal to carry syringes without a prescription in Mexico, half of the PWID living in the northern border cities of Tijuana and Ciudad Juárez report syringe confiscation by police, which is independently associated with PWID reports of receptive needle sharing, injecting in shooting galleries, seeking injection assistance by ‘hit doctors’ and a higher prevalence of HIV infection. In Tijuana, PWID attending SEPs and OST frequently report police harassment and bribes. Interventions which attempt to promote HIV risk reduction among PWID are likely to have limited effectiveness in the face of such pervasive structural barriers. In many settings, legal measures intended to improve the alignment of police practices and public health objectives (such as authorising SEPs, decriminalising syringe or drug possession, or creating special enforcement carve-outs around harm reduction programmes) have demonstrated limited benefit because of the gaps between policies as written and their street-level implementation.

In an effort to reduce or eliminate policing practices that heighten PWIDs’ vulnerability to HIV and other blood-borne infections, international efforts by researchers, non-governmental organisations, health advocacy organisations and the United Nations Office on Drug Control emphasise the need to implement police education programmes that harmonise policing practices with public health. Previous research suggests that police are receptive to education on working with at-risk groups when ‘bundled’ with occupational safety messages that highlight their own risk of acquiring HIV and viral hepatitis through needle stick injuries (NSI). Police experience an elevated risk of NSI emanating from routine contact with PWID, which can lead to infectious disease acquisition. Although the risk of acquiring HIV from NSI is low, risks of acquiring hepatitis B and C are considerable given their much higher prevalence and infectiousness. Moreover, police concerns about acquiring infectious disease through contact with PWID often exaggerate the actual risk, contributing to workplace stress and officer hostility towards drug users.

In Tijuana, the risk of police acquiring blood-borne infections through an occupational NSI may be higher due to frequent altercations with PWID during ‘operativos’ (police sweeps), and since an estimated 40% of Tijuana PWID use high dead-space syringes that retain 1000 times more blood than low dead-space syringes, and can still transmit HCV after 60 days. Further, the risk of NSIs among police across Mexico may be elevated since Mexico’s recent drug policy reform that allows citizens to carry specified amounts of drugs for personal possession leads some police to handle used syringes to determine whether drug possession exceeds the legal limits. Mistrust and lack of clarity about syringe possession laws discourages PWID from offering up syringes during police encounters, elevating officers’ risk of accidental NSI.

On-duty NSIs are very anxiety-provoking for police officers. Among 803 police officers in San Diego, California, USA, 83% felt that on-duty NSI posed the same magnitude of risk as a gunshot wound; 29.6% had ever an NSI, of whom 27.7% had repeat NSIs. Correlates of NSI were inexperience, working the evening shift and conducting pat-down searches. In Tijuana, more than 15% of Tijuana police officers responding to an anonymous survey in 2014 reported ever having had an NSI. Although the incidence of NSIs in Tijuana is unknown, estimates of NSI incidence per 10 000 exposures among police varies globally from 68 in Amsterdam, 44.1 in Rhode Island, 38.7 in New York City and 36 in North Carolina.

Police education programmes (PEPs) linking HIV prevention and harm reduction content with police occupational safety information have been successfully piloted in the USA and Kyrgyzstan, but evaluations were limited to brief pre–post assessments of police knowledge, attitudes and intentions. The impact of PEPs on policing behaviours, uptake of occupational safety measures and NSI incidence remains unknown. Police departments are unlikely to sustainably institutionalise PEPs unless persuaded that integrating HIV prevention into their curricula will protect officers’ health and is cost-effective. PEPs represent a promising structural intervention to harmonise law enforcement...
and public health efforts to reduce transmission of HIV and related infections in countries with high burdens of drug use and blood-borne infections. Empirical evidence is lacking, however, to persuade police officers and departments and policymakers that they are worthy of scale-up. Our study is designed to address this critical gap, based on a novel partnership with the Tijuana police department.

METHODS

Description of the Tijuana police force

The Tijuana police department is among Mexico’s largest municipal police forces, with ~2000 police officers (1.38 per 1000 inhabitants), of whom approximately 1200 actively work on the street across 15 precincts. The mean age is 35 years, 80% are male and approximately 1200 actively work on the street across 15 precincts. The mean age is 35 years, 80% are male and >75% are below age 40. Employment requirements include a high school degree, being aged ≥18 and passing required toxicological and polygraph examinations. Police salaries range from US$1000–US$2000 per month, depending on rank. Since 2007, the mean annual turnover (eg, quitting, termination, moves, retirements) is 6.2%. By federal, state and local policy, all officers are subject to annual training requirements, including periodic refresher training modules.

Research collaboration between UCSD and the Tijuana police department

In 2013, Tijuana’s Chief of Police signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with our bинаtional team, through which we agreed to develop and implement a PEP focused on occupational safety and HIV prevention, and an NSI response and surveillance system for the entire force. The police department agreed to provide our team with de-identified data on NSI incidence and geocoded arrest data. This agreement was upheld by the Municipal Police Chief’s subsequently elected replacement, as well as the new Tijuana’s mayor who assumed their duties in December 2013. In fact, the Tijuana mayor mandated the PEP for all of the city’s police officers.

The Tijuana police department and our study team agreed to the following terms that would promote the sustainability of the PEP following its evaluation, reduce the burden on police officers and administrative staff, and engender trust. First, we agreed that the PEP would be integrated into the existing refresher training schedule for Tijuana police officers. Second, the PEP would be developed by our study team in collaboration with the Director of the municipal police academy (Instituto de Capacitacion y Adiestramiento Profesional de Tijuana (ICAP)), the Head of Planning and Strategic Projects at the Tijuana Police Department and their key Statistics staff. Third, our team would train the police academy instructors on the elements of the PEP, and they in turn would train their officers (ie, ‘train the trainer’ model). Fourth, we agreed to document costs of the programme and later conduct a cost-effectiveness analysis that would be shared with the police department and police academy leadership.

The resulting PEP and its evaluation component have been titled Proyecto ESCUDO (Project SHIELD). This project has the following aims: (1) To evaluate the efficacy of the PEP on uptake of occupational safety procedures, as assessed through the incidence of occupational NSI (primary outcome), monitored by a department-wide NSI surveillance programme, and self-reported NSI; (2) To evaluate the efficacy of the PEP on changes in the following secondary outcomes: (1) knowledge of transmission, prevention and treatment of HIV and related infections (sexually transmitted infections and viral hepatitis); (2) attitudes towards PWID; (3) adverse behaviours that interfere with HIV prevention (ie, arrests near SEP and drug treatment locations); (4) protective behaviours (eg, use of barrier protection, self-reported reductions in syringe confiscation). (3) To assess potential mediating and moderating factors that influence PEP efficacy, including changes in knowledge and attitudinal factors and occupational constructs. We hypothesise that, over the course of the 24-month follow-up, the PEP will be associated with significant declines in NSI incidence, improved knowledge of HIV and related infections, uptake of occupational safety measures and decreases in behaviours that undermine HIV prevention (eg, syringe confiscation, police harassment of PWID at OST and SEPs).

Hypotheses

H1. The PEP will be associated with a significant decline in NSI incidence among the force during follow-up.

H2.1. The PEP will be associated with significantly increased knowledge of transmission, prevention and treatment of HIV and HCV among Tijuana police officers participating in the subcohort.

H2.2. The PEP will be associated with significant improvements in attitudes towards PWID, sex workers and HIV-infected persons.

H2.3. The PEP will be associated with significantly fewer reports of syringe confiscation by police officers.

H2.4. The PEP will be associated with a lower incidence of arrests near SEP and drug treatment locations.

H2.5 The PEP will be associated with the increased use of barrier protection during pat-downs and arrests.

H2.6. The PEP will be associated with increased knowledge about the narcomenudeo drug policy reform.

H3.1 The impact of PEP on NSI incidence and adverse and protective behaviours will be moderated by officers’ motivation to undergo the training, years in the force and autonomous support received from supervisors.
Conceptual framework of the PEP

The transcontextual Model (TCM) has been successfully used to evaluate injury prevention PEPs in international settings. We applied the TCM to conceptualise and assess mechanisms through which the PEP can impact occupational safety and officers’ behaviours. This model incorporates key theoretical constructs from self-determination theory (SDT) and the theory of planned behaviour (TPB). TPB emphasises the role of psychosocial factors in affecting decision-making processes that translate to changes in behaviour. Herein, such factors include trainee attitudes, subjective norms, self-efficacy and intentions (see figure 1). These TPB constructs have had robust predictive value in the realm of injury prevention. SDT highlights the role of motivation and perceived autonomy as ‘regulators’ that may mediate the impact of training initiatives on trainee practices and adherence. Perceived support by supervisors (autonomy support) for injury prevention and motivation to participate in an educational intervention are known antecedents for change in behavioural and corollary end points. Validated in the realm of occupational safety and injury prevention, TCM is based on the complex interplay between SDT and TPB factors in shaping the impact of educational interventions. The TCM model also suggests that changes in self-efficacy produced by training can be transferred to domains that are related but do not serve as the focus of the training intervention. Herein, TCM elucidates the pathways through which the PEP may shift ancillary police activities, including adherence to departmental procedures and drug policies (eg, targeting PWID for enforcement activities as they seek to access SEPs or OST). These shifts may improve police occupational safety by reducing the prevalence of adverse encounters with PWID, but they may also have collateral population health benefits such as reducing risk behaviour and infectious disease incidence among PWID. TCM has been widely used in the context of physical education training and research on police occupational health, but its use in the assessment of a PEP focused on NSI prevention is innovative.

PEP intervention

On the basis of best practices established by Beletsky et al, with active input from ICAP instructional experts, we culturally and linguistically adapted existing PEP materials that bundle occupational safety information with content addressing the legal, scientific and logistical underpinnings of HIV prevention. Through train-the-trainer workshops, we prepared ICAP instructors by building knowledge, pedagogical skills and capacity, with an emphasis on a peer-to-peer perspective to maximise uptake. An initial team of three trained ICAP instructors will deliver the standardised curriculum through slide-assisted oral presentations in 1 h sections (ie, modules), offered consecutively in a single session. The entire training lasts approximately 3½ hours.

Module I covers basic epidemiology, prevention and treatment of HIV, viral hepatitis and STIs, safe syringe disposal and fundamentals of addiction. This content is delivered within the framework of police occupational safety. Postexposure protocols and appropriate follow-up procedures are outlined, including the NSI response sequence. Lecture material is reinforced with a video vignette explaining key NSI prevention and the NSI response protocol.

Module II covers key provisions of Mexico’s national drug policy (ley de narcomenudeo, which defines amounts of drugs allowed for personal possession), as well as other legal provisions pertinent to HIV prevention, including the legality of syringe and condom possession. To shift attitudes, rationales for public health-based laws targeting at-risk groups are discussed and implications for police practice are outlined. Connections between police occupational safety and public health-oriented drug laws are reinforced through a video that re-enacts a scene where a police officer is shown performing appropriate occupational safety measures when encountering a suspect who is a PWID.

Module III covers public health-based interventions targeting PWID (SEPs, OST) and deconstructs myths typical among law enforcement (ie, drug users do not care about their health, SEPs increase the risk of NSIs). A video vignette provides an overview of the functioning of an SEP and OST, as well as a testimonial by a former drug user who speaks about his experiences with police on the street and his successful drug rehabilitation.

Fidelity

ICAP Instructors will be informed that all of their classes will be audio recorded as part of our process evaluation, and that results will not be shared with their supervisors. Study staff attending each class complete a fidelity checklist that documents the extent to which the instructor adequately covered the key elements of each PEP module. Items are assessed on a Likert scale using the stem, “To what extent did the instructor...?”. The field coordinator and project director will independently code the same recordings and inter-rater reliability will be assessed. Checklists with agreement <90% will trigger a third rater. Checklists will be reviewed by the Data Manager and the investigators will be informed if any checklist totals are <90%, which would indicate that retraining of instructors may be needed. We describe below the design of the PEP evaluation (Proyecto ESCUDO).

Study design

ESCUrado is a hybrid type 1 design that simultaneously tests an intervention and an implementation strategy. This study has three levels: (1) Implementation of the PEP across the entire Tijuana police department using a stepped wedge design, and evaluating department-wide...
NSI incidence for the primary study outcome; (2) Prospective 24-month follow-up of a random subcohort of police officers sampled from each PEP class to assess behavioural outcomes; (3) Simultaneous longitudinal follow-up of a parallel cohort of PWID to independently assess their experiences with police. Each of these components is described below.

**Level 1: implementation of the PEP across the Tijuana police department**

ESCUDO was initially conceived as a modified stepped-wedge randomised controlled trial involving a staggered roll-out of the PEP where participants are randomly selected to transition from the control to intervention in classes of equal numbers over a 2-year period. However, since randomly assigning officers to PEP classes would interfere with the department’s programmatic priorities, we modified the design to integrate the PEP into regularly scheduled refresher training classes that were being held for other purposes (eg, basic police tactics). The design we adopted maintains core features of a stepped wedge design, whereby the preintervention period for each officer is treated as the control. On a weekly basis, one cluster (ie, class of 20–50 officers from different ranks and precincts undergoing a regularly scheduled refresher training) will ‘step up’ and cross over from the control to the intervention condition by receiving PEP training, until the entire force of 1200 street-level officers is trained. As shown in figure 2, the incidence of NSIs (primary outcome, aim 1) and incidence of arrests near SEPs and drug treatment programmes (secondary outcome, aim 2) will be assessed for the entire police department based on de-identified data.

**Outcome ascertainment for level 1**

The primary end point of Proyecto ESCUDO is NSI incidence (aim 1). Since NSIs tend to be under-reported, we will collect these data in two ways: (1) Through the NSI Surveillance and Response Programme (NSRP) based on prospective data from the entire police department (Level 1); (2) Through the ESCUDO subcohort (N=500; Level 2; see below). The first approach utilises the NSRP that was implemented in 2014 by our team in collaboration with the Police Department and the Office of Municipal Health (DMS) in Tijuana. The NSRP encourages officers experiencing an NSI to notify their direct supervisor and immediately go to the main office of the DMS Department of Legal Medical Experts. These are staffed 24 h a day by a certified medical doctor in a private medical examination room where they complete an NSI Exposure Report Form detailing the circumstances of exposure. To facilitate reporting of
NSIs, the Tijuana police cars have a sticker outlining the NSI protocol, and the State Ministry of Health Office in Tijuana has made free HIV, hepatitis C, syphilis and hepatitis B tests available on site. NSI forms will be kept in a locked cabinet on site; the Head of Planning and Special Projects at Tijuana’s Police Department will provide quarterly reports to our team and the Data Safety and Monitoring Board including date of NSI, whether the officer had undergone the PEP, date of training and context of the NSI. No identifiers are included. Cumulative NSI incidence will be measured over a 3-year period to accommodate the implementation of the step-wedge design intervention framework.

**Survey data**

Police officers who consent to ESCUDO are given pre-PEP and post-PEP surveys that are self-administered. Each survey takes 10–15 min to complete. The survey assesses lifetimes and recent on-duty NSIs (aim 1), and knowledge, attitudes, subjective norms, intentions, self-efficacy for adopting protective behaviours and adverse and protective behaviours affecting NSIs and acquisition of HIV and other blood-borne infections (aim 2). The survey was adapted from items previously used by Beletsky et al.69 in domestic and international settings,70 and piloted in Tijuana. Since knowledge of HIV/AIDS in Tijuana is low,72 we will utilise an 18-item true/false scale that assesses the awareness of HIV symptoms, transmission and prevention (eg, “People who have been infected with HIV quickly show serious signs of illness”).73 We have used this scale in other Tijuana studies (α=0.75 to 0.89; test–retest reliability=0.76 to 0.94). Attitudinal, subjective (perceived social) norms, self-efficacy and intention items developed by Fisher and Fisher will be assessed using a 5-item Likert scale (strongly agree–strongly disagree).74 Items expressing both positive and negative
statements like “Syringe Exchange Programs increase the risk of needle-stick injuries for police” will assess attitudes on vulnerable groups. For subjective norms, statements like “most of my colleagues think it’s important to follow official search safety procedures” will be utilised. Self-efficacy for preventive behaviours will be assessed by items like “I am confident that I can prevent on-duty NSIs.” To assess intended practices, we will utilise items such as “Next time a suspect informs me that he has a syringe, I will confiscate it.” These domains are consistent with central tenets of TPB.

SDT highlights the importance of motivational regulation and autonomy support in evaluating training interventions. To measure motivational constructs, we adopted items from the Perceived Locus of Causality scale and the corollary amotivation subscale. Items using the stem, ‘I am participating in this training because’; will list four items per scale. Measures include ‘trainings are interesting and fun’ (intrinsic motivation; α=0.88), ‘because occupational safety is important to me’ (identified regulation), ‘because I am required to do so’ (external regulation; α=0.81) and ‘but I am not interested in this topic’ (amotivation; α=0.84). Support for these measures is based on diverse training and other intervention evaluation research, including Spanish-speaking settings.

Autonomy support from supervisors will be measured using an adaptation of the Health Care Climate Questionnaire,79 which uses an analogous Likert framework with a series of items such as: ‘My supervisor understands me’ (α=0.92). Use of these measures is supported by prior research in injury prevention among police.

Behavioural outcomes include behaviours that adversely affect the risk of blood-borne transmission among officers and PWID (syringe confiscation and protective behaviours (use of barrier protection during pat-downs and arrests). On leaving the classroom, study staff collect the informed consent forms and surveys and provide each officer with two movie tickets as a means of compensation.

Geocoded arrest data
In addition to NSI surveillance data, the Tijuana police department is providing our team with geocoded arrest data to determine the extent to which the PEP decreases the number of arrests near SEP and OST sites in Tijuana (aim 2). On the basis of the methodology developed during preliminary studies,80 we will examine spatial overlap between drug-related arrests and SEPs/OST treatment sites using data mapped into GIS-based software, ArcMap V10.1 (ESRI, Redlands, California, USA). Available drug possession arrest data include all arrests in which ≥1 charge concerned drug possession over the legal limit, drug-related crimes, the neighbourhood (‘colonias’) where the arrest occurred and the month of arrest. Using the Getis-Ord Gi* statistic, we will examine spatial patterns to identify hotspots of drug-related arrests at the colonia-level per 1000 adult residents (eg, neighbourhoods with significantly higher or lower rates of arrests than expected if arrests were randomly distributed across space). We will determine whether there was a higher rate of drug-related arrest in colonias with better access to SEPs/OST sites. Access to SEPs/OST sites will be determined by applying a method proposed by Cooper et al81 that calculates the per cent of a colonia’s surface area within a 1350 m radius of a SEP/drug treatment site (the 1350 m buffer zone corresponds to the median area of colonias in Tijuana). Colonias with no surface area within the buffer zone will be defined as not having access. Further, we examine whether there is a significant increase in the average number of arrests in colonias with greater surface area within the buffer zone through modelling this relationship using Poisson regression.

Level 2: prospective follow-up of a random subcohort of police officers
Assessing NSI incidence solely through a passive reporting system would be inadequate since previous studies suggest considerable under-reporting.82 Furthermore, aim 2 of Proyecto ESCUDO is to determine whether the PEP changes policing behaviours. Therefore, we will assess self-reported NSIs, changes in attitudes about HIV and related infections, attitudes towards PWID and adverse and protective behaviours that influence blood-borne transmission risks among police and PWID as secondary outcomes among a subcohort of police officers sampled from PEP classes. Specifically, at the beginning of each PEP session, staff will explain to the class of police officers that while the PEP training is mandatory, the ESCUDO evaluation is voluntary. Officers not wishing to participate are told that they can submit blank pre-PEP and post-PEP surveys if they do not wish to disclose their non-participation. A unique identification code will be generated for each officer, based on their day of birth, first initial, first letter of father’s last name and mother’s last name. Written informed consent to participate in ESCUDO is then obtained for the pre-PEP and post-PEP surveys, as well as a separate consent for follow-up. Only the latter consent asks for personal information to permit study staff to contact them. The consent form for follow-up also asks each officer whether they had ever encountered syringes on duty and in the past 6 months.

Eligibility criteria for the level 2 component of the study require that only officers who consent to complete the pre-PEP and post-PEP surveys and report encountering syringes within the past 6 months comprise the follow-up sampling frame. To achieve sufficient power, the study statistician applies an algorithm to randomly sample approximately 42% of the eligible officers from each class of 20–50 officers who are subsequently contacted for follow-up visits. A total of 500 officers in the subcohort will be recruited. This subcohort will undergo self-administered surveys pre-PEP.
immediately post-PEP and 3, 6, 12, 18 and 24 months post-PEP.

While this design has standard features of a stepped wedge design (ie, staggered transition from control to intervention), the evaluation differs. Unlike the standard stepped wedge design where every cluster is assessed at each step, only one cluster will be evaluated per step for most secondary outcomes. This was performed because it would be impractical to follow 1200 officers for 2 years, and power is sufficient with a sample size of 500 for most outcomes (see Analysis). Unlike the traditional step wedge design where evaluation stops once the last cluster transitions from control to intervention, each member of the subcohort will be followed for 2 years.

Follow-up survey
While all 1200 police officers are invited to complete the pre-PEP survey and post-PEP survey immediately following the training with informed consent, the post-PEP follow-up interviews occurring at 3, 6, 12, 18 and 24 months post-training are to be conducted exclusively on the subcohort (N=500). The above measures will be adapted to focus on the appropriate recall period. Participants will receive a voucher for movie tickets (equivalent US$20) for each follow-up interview.

Follow-up
Annual attrition in the Tijuana police department is 6.2%, but we have conservatively powered our analysis for 10% attrition per year. Follow-up interviews will be conducted only among the subcohort (N=500), who will be asked to provide locator information at their baseline interview (ie, home and cell phone, pager, email, address) and ways they prefer to be contacted (eg, SMS text).

Statistical analysis (aims 1–3)
The primary analysis will consist of examining outcomes in the pre-PEP versus post-PEP period utilising generalised linear mixed models (GLMM) applied to repeated measures analysis of clustered data. Mixed effects models will allow us to adjust for both within-subject and within-cluster correlations; one random effect will capture the within-cluster correlation and another will capture the nested subject-within-cluster correlation. These random effects will be used in all analyses described below.

Aim 1
NSI incidence estimates (pre-PEP and post-PEP) along with 95% CIs will be calculated based on data from the department-wide NSI surveillance system (level 1) and our subcohort (level 2).

In H1, we will test the hypothesis that department-wide, the PEP will be associated with a significant decline in NSI incidence over 2 years of follow-up as the PEP intervention is scaled up. To evaluate H1, we will fit a Poisson random effects model, with the number of incident NSIs reported by each police officer, under the surveillance system, as the outcome variable, log (length of time spent under each condition pre-PEP and post-PEP) as an offset variable to account for the time spent at risk for an NSI, while controlling for possible confounders (eg, district, gender, rank). The intervention indicator variable (pre-PEP vs post-PEP) will be used as the main fixed effect. Furthermore, cluster will be used as a random effect to control for intracluster correlation and subject will also be used as a random effect to control for the correlation of multiple events for the same individual. Also, temporal variations will be evaluated and controlled for as follows. A calendar time variable indicating the time of training will be created and the interaction between this variable and the intervention will be assessed to determine if any significant temporal changes took place. Since we expect that each class will perform better after receiving the training as opposed to before receiving the training, regardless of time when the training is conducted, no confounding interaction between time of training and intervention is expected. However, it is possible that the magnitude of the effect might depend on time (eg, significant interaction but not confounding). If such an interaction is found, the main effect of intervention can be interpreted from the full model (factoring in the interaction). If by any chance the interaction is found to be confounding (ie, officers trained during a certain time period did worse post-training as opposed to pretraining), we will estimate the effect of the intervention separately by calendar time of entry.

Aim 2
To test H2.1 and H2.2, that the PEP is associated with improvements in: knowledge of transmission, prevention and treatment of HIV and related infections (H2.1), attitudes towards PWID, sex workers and HIV-infected persons (H2.2), we will fit linear mixed models, with HIV knowledge score (H2.1) and attitudes score (H2.2), respectively, as outcome variables and Time (pre-PEP training, post-PEP training, 3, 6, 12, 18 and 24 months post-PEP training) and as the main fixed effect. Contrasts between pre-PEP and other time periods will be evaluated to determine the short-term and long-term PEP effects.

To test H2.3, (PEP is associated with fewer reports of syringe confiscation), we will fit a Generalised Poisson Regression Mixed Model, with the rate of syringe confiscation by police as an outcome variable. To evaluate H2.4, which is to compare the rate of arrests that occur near SEP and drug treatment programmes (pre-PEP and post-PEP), we will fit Poisson Regression Mixed Models, with the number of arrests (per police officer per month) near these locations as outcome variables, log (total number of arrests) as an offset term and the intervention indicator variable (pre-PEP vs post-PEP) as the main fixed effect. To test H2.5, which is that the PEP...

will be associated with significant increases in the use of barrier protection during pat-downs and arrests, we will fit a Poisson Regression Mixed Model with random effect, with the rate of using gloves (per police officer per PWID stopped by police) as an outcome variable.

Aim 3
To assess H3.1, which tests if SDT constructs (eg, motivation, years spent in the police force and autonomous support from supervisors) moderate the PEP effects, we will include an interaction term between the main fixed effect (Intervention=Pre-PEP, Post-PEP) and the moderator in question (eg, autonomous support from supervisors), within each model used to assess the effect of the intervention on various outcomes. If an interaction term is significant, further stratified analyses will be conducted to determine the effect of the PEP at each level of the moderator in question (eg, PEP effect among those who have autonomous support from supervisors vs those who do not, respectively).

Stepped wedge designs reduce contamination bias, considering that each cluster (here, each class) acts as its own control and hence provides data in the control and intervention periods. Some degree of contamination is likely since PEP classes will occur over 2 years and because of the social nature of policing. We will attempt to measure this by asking of officers post-PEP. These circumstances will be considered as variables in our outcome analyses. Although we expect change to occur in a linear manner (eg, as more officers are trained, fewer NSIs occur), the intervention effect could be curvilinear due to diffusion of information from trained to untrained officers. As such, we will test for both linear and non-linear effects of time on the outcome.

Power calculations
Using PASS software, all power calculations except H1 were based on two-sided tests, with a 0.05 type I error rate, N=500, a conservative 10% annual attrition (ie, N=405), and a design effect of 1.4. The latter controls for within-cluster correlation and was derived using the formula \((1+(\text{cluster size}-1)\times\text{intraclass correlation})\) \((r)\), where average cluster size=16 and \(r\) is assumed to be 0.03. After adjusting for attrition and clustering, the effective N is 289. Power for H1 was based on a nominal N of 1200 and on an effective N of 689 (after accounting for a design effect of 1.74, given an average class size of 35 and \(r=0.02\)). Since our study population consists of the 2000 Tijuana police officers, for all the power calculations, a finite population correction was used, reducing the SE of the mean by a given factor \((\text{SQR}(1-\text{N}/\text{N}-1))\), where N represents the population size and n the sample size.

To test the hypothesis that the PEP is associated with a significant decline in NSI incidence (H1), calculations were based on a 1-sample Wilcoxon test of the difference between pre-PEP and post-PEP incidence, with the NSI incidence assumed to follow a Poisson distribution. Table 1 shows that if the pre-PEP NSI incidence per officer is 0.05, 0.06, 0.07 or 0.08, respectively, with an effective N of 689, we have >80% power to detect a difference in NSI incidence between the pre-PEP and post-PEP of 0.0075 (post-PEP rate=0.0425), 0.0075 (post-PEP rate=0.0575), 0.0074 (post-PEP rate=0.0626) and 0.0076 (post-PEP rate=0.0724), respectively. According to our pilot survey, we would expect an average of 0.06 incident NSI cases/police officer to occur during the pre-PEP period. Using this estimate, the smallest decline in NSI incidence we can detect with 80% power is 12.5%.

To test the effect of the PEP on knowledge of transmission, prevention and treatment of HIV and viral hepatitis (H2.1), we used a 1-sample paired t test. If we assume that the pre-PEP mean knowledge scores are 2.6, 2.8 or 3.0, respectively, with an effective N of 298, we have >80% power to detect a difference between pre-PEP and post-PEP scores if the latter is 2.65, 2.85 and 3.05, respectively. The smallest difference that we can detect between the prescore and postscore is 0.05 (SD: 0.32). According to our pilot, the pre-PEP score and SD were 2.79 (0.27) and the post-PEP score was 3.15 (0.37), which is a difference of 0.36. Therefore, we are powered to detect a much smaller difference.

To test the PEP effect on syringe confiscation (H2.3), we used a 1-sample paired test with syringe confiscation rates following a Poisson distribution. If we assume that pre-PEP, an officer confiscates syringes at an average rate of 0.65, 0.80, 0.95 syringes/PWID/week (corresponding to 5, 6 or 7 syringes/week), with an effective N of 298, we have >80% power to detect a difference between pre-PEP vs post-PEP if the latter is 0.51, 0.66 and 0.81, respectively, corresponding to 4, 5 or 6 syringes/week. The smallest change we can detect is of 1 syringe/PWID/week.

To test the effect of the PEP on the number of arrests near SEP and drug treatment programmes (H2.4), calculations were based on a one-sample paired test with the number of arrests assumed to follow a Poisson distribution. On the basis of the 2013 arrest data from the Tijuana police department, these averaged 2593 arrests/month. According to our parallel cohort of PWID in Tijuana, 25.4% of PWID reported arrests within 500 metres of a drug treatment centre. Since this may overestimate the actual arrest rate, we used it as an upper limit in power calculations, assuming an actual rate of 10–25%. With a police force of 2000, we assume that a pre-PEP arrest rate (per month/per officer) is 1.3. Given these assumptions, if the pre-PEP arrest rates near drug treatment programmes are 0.13 (ie, 10% of total arrests), 0.19 (15% of total arrests), 0.26 (20% of total arrests) or 0.32 (25% of all arrests), with an
effective N of 689 officers, we have >80% power to detect a difference in the arrest rate between the pre-PEP and post-PEP, if the latter is 0.12, 0.17, 0.24 or 0.29, respectively (ie, decline in the arrest rate of ~9%).

**Table 1  Effect sizes detectable with 80% power for aim 1, hypothesis 1 of Proyecto ESCUDO**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-PEP NSI incidence</th>
<th>Post-PEP NSI incidence</th>
<th>Difference in pre–post PEP NSI incidence</th>
<th>SD of the difference</th>
<th>Per cent decline in NSI incidence (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.0425</td>
<td>0.0075</td>
<td>0.0866</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.0525</td>
<td>0.0075</td>
<td>0.0866</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.0626</td>
<td>0.0074</td>
<td>0.0860</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.0724</td>
<td>0.0076</td>
<td>0.0872</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NSI, needle stick incidence; PEP, police education programme.
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Proyecto ESCUDO is the first trial to assess the efficacy of a PEP on policing behaviours that places both PWID and police at an elevated risk of HIV and other blood-borne infections. Since Proyecto ESCUDO is powered to assess efficacy based on an objective outcome (NSI incidence), results are expected to influence the PEP uptake in the growing number of countries where policing is a key driver of HIV acquisition. For example, a modelling scenario found that if police beatings were eliminated in Odessa, Ukraine, HIV incidence among PWID could decrease up to 19%. As more countries relax drug policies, police altercations with PWID and NSI risks will most likely increase in the absence of appropriate police training like we propose. If PEPs are efficacious, they could avert not just HIV but other infections that are entrenched in marginalised populations (eg, viral hepatitis), as well as improve the uptake of SEPs and substance use treatment modalities. Our study is responsive to the Global Commission on HIV and Drugs, Global Commission on Drug Policy and other calls to action for HIV structural interventions.

Tijuana is an ideal location to test PEP efficacy, as policing practices are a major driver of HIV infection among PWID in many countries. Mexico is set to scale up SEP and OST, but their success is undermined by police resistance, corruption and police harassment of PWID, as is the case elsewhere. Our intervention is timely as the Tijuana Police Department has committed to institutionalising the PEP, and later extending it to cadets, pending our outcome data. Mexican policymakers have pledged that future health and drug policy decisions will be based on evidence and human rights, signalling a new era and opportunities for novel interventions and cross-sectoral collaborations that better align policing with public health.

Proyecto ESCUDO is innovative in its programmatic focus and methodology. First, it is one of the few interventions attempting to alter the law enforcement environment for infectious disease transmission, and is responsive to the recent call for ‘political...
epidemiology. Second, although we expect that the PEP will have a direct impact on police officer safety, another extremely important benefit will be its indirect public health impact on PWID who regularly report on their encounters with police that have a significant impact on HIV risk behaviour (studied through our separately funded cohort, Proyecto El Cuete). Third, our use of a modified stepped wedge design is novel and ideally suited for cases like ours when an intervention is presumed to do more good than harm, it is logistically impractical to offer the intervention simultaneously to all participants, and study outcomes do not require an overly long follow-up. Fourth, our use of geocoded arrest data obtained through our collaboration with the Tijuana police will allow us to objectively determine the extent to which the PEP is associated with changing arrest patterns (eg, intensity of arrests occurring near SEP and OST). If our study findings are positive, we will enlist assistance from the Law Enforcement and HIV Network (http://www.leahn.org) to widely disseminate our PEP materials as a potential model for other countries.
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